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Q£ganizational Machinery of Publ!£_~~--~ 

Cc:mmunication in Ind!.! 

A. lntroduclli!l 

A nation, in its initial stage of development, begins 

with a communication system that reveals two distinct levels 

-the urban or elite level and the village or mass 1eve1. 1 

In all the developing countries, mass media are less avail-

able outside the cities. Moreover, even when they came to 

the villages, they are not of and for the villages, since 

rural arxi small town newspapers and local radios are unccmmon 

in developing countries because of high cost problems, wide

spread illiteracy, inadequate roads and postal services, 

lack of-electricity, and, at the same time, lack of techni

cally trained personnel outside the cities to do such work 

as repairrnent of radio receivers or operation of film shows. 

Therefore, it is the urban newspapers am the city or the 

national radios that come to the villages. They are in no 

way concerned with what are taking place in the villages, 



and are not very responsive to the needs of the village 

people. 
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In the developing countries, there is an unfortunate 

tendency to attach greater importance to electronic media of 

mass communication and to neglect traditional methods of 

interpersonal communication. Communication through the mass 

media rarely makes any direct impact leading to value or 

behavioural changes. The message, cQning through the media, 

have to be interpreted and evaluated through the channels of 

interpersonal comrr,unication. Interpersonal cQnmunication 

explicates the messages transmitted through the mass media 

within the traditional cultural framework and idi001. ·l'he 

credibility of the message transmitted through the mass media 

as well as that of mass media themselves thus depenis to a 

large extent on their acceptance by the interpersonal network 

of communication. 

Moreover, mass media in developing countries, because 

of their restricted character and operation, do not have 

adequate feedback mechanism and face-to-face communication in 

these societies can best act to feed the responses of the 

people back from the periphery to the Centre. Thus, what is 

needed in countries like India for successful communication 

of development messages ~s a haP,?y blending of three separate 

components of the total communication effort, viz. face-to 

-face communication, traditional media and mass media. 
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~ince the early fifties, the Government of lndia had 

been busy carrying through a large number of nation-building 

programmes foe which popula~ support and mass participation 

were needed to a large extent. The task of national inte-

gration and economic development in the shape of the Five 

Year Plans required the government to explain its policies 

and progran~es to the people, to evoke popular cooperation 

an:i participation, arii to keep the people informed of the 

progress of development programmes. In other words, public 

cooperation and public opinion constitute the principal 

force and sanction behind planning.
2 

The Plan, has, there-

fore, to be carried into every home in the language, idiom 

and symbols of the people and expressed in terms of their 

common needs and problems. It is essential to organise a 

progr~nme of cooperative action in which the press, writers 

and artists, universities and educational institutions, down 

to the village schools and associations representing profe

ssional and other interests, may work hand in hand with 

elected representatives of the people and with public servants 

throughout the country. All available meth~ls of communica-

tion have to be developed and the PeOple approached through 

the written and spoken word no less than through radio, 

films, song and drama. Above all, steps have to be taken 

to provide literature and information to the people in simple 

language on a scale equal to the needs o.E the country. 3 
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Keeping these needs in view, the second Five Year Plan 

made an elaborate arrangement for creating better under

standing and appreciation of the significance and objectives 

of the plan under its • Integrated Publicity 9rogramme fOr 

Plan Publicity •. 'l'he theme I I-.lelp the Plan-Help Yourself' 

was projected through all media. 4 A sum of Rs. 6 crores had 

been provided in the states and Rs. 7 crores at the Centre 

for plan publicity. The progra.rrmes of the Ministry of 

InformatLon and Broadcasting and of state governments were 

carefully coordinated. 'I'hey had been so franed as to provide 

an effective machinery for publicity of the Plan, having 

regard to the relative effectiveness of the different media 

and the necessity of a uniform pattern of publicity organi

zation in the country through decentralization and greater 

coordination with states and participation by non-official 

bodies. The programmes included setting up of a chain of 

information centres throughout the country, provision of 

literature on different aspects of the Plan, films, audio 

-visual aids, organization of mobile vans for field publi

city, exhibitions, community receiving sets, and books and 

journals. 5 

B. Machi~y__1or Public Relations and Cornmunicati2.£!_in the 

~ernment_2f Ind~. 

The Ministry of Information and Broadcasting is designed 

as the nucleus for publicity an:i information activity of all 
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the ministries under the Government of India, and is respon-
I 

sible for all official policies in this field. The Ministry 

works through a number of media units, important among which 

are ALl India Radio, Doordarshan, Press Information BUreau 

(PIB), Films Division, Publication Division, Directorate of 

Advertising and Visual Fublicity (DAVP), Directorate of 

Field Publicity {DFP) and Song and Drama Division {SDD). 

Keeping in mind that • the accelerated tempo of various 

development activities in the country called for greater 

attention to publicity as an instrument of popular instruc

tion and education •, 6 the Integrated .Publicity Programme was 

drawn up in 1953 covering the Five Year Plan, Community 
. I , 

Development Project and the Basic and Social Education. 

Consequently, the Directorate of Field EUblicity as a sepa-

rate eXecutive unit .was constituted in 1959 in the Ministry 

of Information and Broadcasting to give adequate coverage 

of all rural and other develOflrtental prograrrtres through all 

available media including film shows, songs and drama 

programnes, oral comnunication prograrnnes like talks, group 

discussions, debates, symposia, seminars, as well as display 

and distribution of printed materials. The Directorate of 

Field Publicity first came into existence in th; form of 

Mobile Publicity Units in 1953. Its main objective at that 

time was to give adequate publicity to too Five Year .l?lans 

and it was named as Five Year Plan Publicity Organization. 

'l'he Directorate is the largest rural-oriented publicity set 
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up of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting and a 

medium of interpersonal communication reaching millions of 

people in all parts of the country. The field personnel of 

DFP interpret to the people the policies and programmes of 

the government in their local languages, and during the 

course of their interaction with the people, get spontaneous 

feedback. This dissemination of infonnation alii collection 

of feedback has made DF9 a distinctive mass media. It is 

a three-tier organization. Besides its headquarters at New 

Delhi, it has at present twenty-two regional offices and 

two hundred fiftyseven field publicity units. Every field 

publicity unit is equipped with a vehicle, cine equipment, 

a generator, public address equipment, a transistor and a 

tape recorder. During 1989-90, the units organized 71,000 

film shows, arranged 10,000 song and drama programmes, 

48,000 photo exhibitions, and held 73,000 oral communication 

programmes, and covered an audience of over 6.1 crores from 

different segments of society. 7 

It was felt that mass media like the press, film radio 

or television alone could not reach the message of planning 

and programrres of socio-economic significance to the people, 

majority of whom are illiterate and living in villages, 

and that the effective communication in rural areas must 

take care of the use of indigenous communication channels 

like song an:l drama an::i other traditional cultural media lik~. 

fairs and festivals. In 1954, the Song and Drama Division 



was set up in the Ministry to utilize traditional media 

including folk-songs, folk-plays, dramas and other cultural 
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programmes for promoting Plan-consciousness amongst the 

people. The programmes are organized through forty-three 

departmental troupes spread all civer the country aoo five 

hundred private parties registered with the Division. 8 The 

Song and Drama Division presents speci~l drama programmes 

mostly through the agencies of the uirectorate of Field 

Publicity. Several Central and State agencies are also used 

for arranging programmes in the field. 

The Directorate of Advertising and Visual Publicity in 

the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting is responsible 

for the production and distribution of materials for Five 

Year Plan Publicity and for various departmental schemes. 

It is the central agency of the Government of India for giving 

adequate publicity coverage of the policies, programmes and 

performances of all the ministries, departments and autono

mous bodies at the Centre. It utilizes the wides~ range of 

communication media such as press advertising, printed 

publicity material like posters, folders, brochures, booklets, 

wall-hangers, etc., outdoor publicity items like hoardings, 

cinema slides, wall-paintings and transit advertising on 

buses, tramcars and railway coaches. The Directorate orga

nized major multi-media puolicity campaigns on such general 
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subjects as health and family welfare, agriculture and rural 

developnent, the 20-J?oint I?rogramne, 1986, national integra

tion and comnunal harmony, environment an:i eradication of 

9 
social evils like untouchability, dowry and drug-abuse. 

It is one of the biggest advertising agencies in the country 

using over 3000 newspapers and periodicals for both classi-

ed d d . d . i 10 I? d ti i fi an ~splay press a vert~s ng. ress a ver s ng as 

a medium of Plan publicity was first used by the DAVP in 

1955-55 when three display advertisements were made by it in 

about 300 newspapers. Government advertisements are 

informative in the sense that they seek to inform people 

about the policies and programmes of the government and the 

services which the government offers. Viewed in this way, 

it is the display advertisements that are more important for 

the purpose of publicity of developnental programmes. 

Ho.vever, the DAVP spends more money on classified advertise-

ments. Between April and December, 1989, the Directorate 

issued 13,812 Press advertisements of which only 912 were 

display advertisemements. 11 

Government advertisements in most cases are stereotype 

and unattractive, and fail to catch the attention·of readers 

due to lack of imagination in preparing the text of advertise-

ments. Moreover, as pointed out by the Vidyalankar Committee, 

the nature of readership has not been taken into considera

tion while placing advertisements in different newspapers and 

journals. More advertisements are placed in English news

papers than in the vernacular ones that have penetration, 
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although to a lesser extent, into the villages. There is 

little attempt by DAVP to assess the impact of the advertise-

ments among the readers. 

'rhe Exhibition Division, which is a part of the DAVP, 

has been set up under the Integrated Publicity scheme in 

1953 for putting up E'ive Year Plan stalls in important 

exhibitions and for the supply of exhibition materials for 

display to the organizers o.E exhibitions in and outside the 

country. The Directorate has forty field exhibition units 

spread all over the country, including six mobile vans and 

two exhibition rail coaches. ·These seem to be too inadequate 

to cover the entire country. Between April 1987 and March 

1988, the Directorate organized 600 exhibitions throughout 

12 the country. The major thrust of the exhibitions was to 

promote communal harmony and national integration, and to 

project the benefits under the Revised 20-point Programme. 

During the year 1989-90, a total number of 360 exhibitions 

were arranged by the Directorate throughout the country 

spreading over 2188 exhibition-days. These exhibitions 

attracted over 1.06 crore visitors of whom over 60 per cent 
. 14 

were rural people. ~~e two important exhibitions that were 

designed and produced for countrywide display as part of the 

communication Plan, 1989-90, were 'Development and Democracy 

at ~eoples• Doorstep' and •anarat Mahan•. 

The total amount spent by UAVP during this period for 

outdoor publicity was to the tune of~. 60 lakhs. 14 Besides 

catering to motivdtional publicity campaign, the Directorate 
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is making an increasing use of electronic media to reach more 

people through the production of different motivational 

prograrrmes for telecast ao:l broadcast. 

PUblication Division ----- -
The Publication Division o.f the }unistry of Information 

and Broadcasting brings out books, journals and pamphlets 

for the purpose of providing information to the citizens 

about Indian history and culture, keeping them informed of 

the activities of the Central government, publicizing the 

objectives and achievements of the Five Year Plans, informing 

people about places of tourist interest, and keeping other 

countries informed about India. It also publishes 'literature 

of national significan::e• and brin,gs out other publications 

of 'educative and cultural value'. Under the Integrated 

Publicity Frogramme, the Publication Division brings out a 

substantial amount of plan publicity material relating to 

irrigation, agriculture, industries, animal husbandry, family 

planning, cc:mrrunity develo:pnent and other similar topics. 

The Division brings out 21 journals in English, Hindi 

and all other major Indian languages. 'I'hese include 1 Aj kal 1 

that serves the cultural and literary interests of the 

people, 'Yojana', carrying messages of the Five Year Flans, 

Kurukshetra, a monthly journal in ~nglish and Hindi devoted 

to the projection of the national plans and achievements in 



the fields of rural reconstruction and cooperation, 'Bal 

Bharati', a journal produced for children, and 'India 

Perspective'. 
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However, in view of widespread illiteracy, books and 

journals have limited impact in arousing popular interest in 

government activity and in encouraging participation in 

developnental prograrrmes canpared to visual and audio-visual 

media, particularly in the rural areas, where participation 

is more solicited in programmes like community development. 

Again, while the majority of the rural masses cannot read, 

the urban people do not bother to read. Moreover, the nature 

of publicity materials and their presentation fails to catch 

the attention of the readers and to create any interest 

among them. 

~sh vani (AIR) 

It is true that mass media like radio, television or 

films, cannot directly bring about any change in social 

relationships or prevailing custcms and practices, particu

larly where such changes require understanding participation 

of the people in group decision-making ~ocess. 15 The 

conventional 'bullet theory' which was so popular during the 

1960s, noW stands rejected in favour of a more indirect, 

facilitating and supportive role in development, presently 
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termed Developnent SUpport CQnmunication. However, they can 

help accomplish such changes by arousing the conscience of 

the people about the need of changes and developing their 

interest. The acceptance of new ideas involves, beside 

awareness and· interest, several other steps like evaluation, 

trial and adoption. 16 Nevertheless, television or films, 

because of their visual ability, can exhibit a programme of 

demonstration that may well serve· as a stimulus to the 

people for evaluation and trial of the new practice. But 

radio cannot do that. 

In India, broadcasting is placed under the exclusive 

monopoly of the Centre, ani the Ministry of Information and 

Broadcasting is in charge of determining the policy guide

lines of AIR. At the time of Independence, there were nine 

AIR stations of which six remained in India. However, 

recognizing the potentialities of radio as a medium of 

communication within the shortest possible time, the Ministry 

of Information and Broadcasting drew up an eight-year plan 

for broadcasting at an estimated cost of about Rs. 364 lakhs 

as part of the post-war development programme. 17 ~ 1950, 

the number of stations had risen to 25, and the total output 

rose from 26,342 hours per annum in 1947 to over 60,000 

hours in 1950. The programmes were broadcast in all the 

regional languages, and the medium-wave service was available 

to about 21 per cent of the country's population, and covered 

about 12 per cent of the area. 18 
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The First Fiv¢ Year .Plan provided a sum of as. 4.94 

crores for the develo~ent of broadcasting. This formed 

barely 0.21 per cent of the total outlay. There were 25 

stations that covered 31 per cent of the country's area and 

4.6 per cent of the population by 1956. 19 The total annual 

hours of programmes had risen to about 1,oo,ooo. The faci

lities for rural listening were extended, and about 14000 

canmuni ty listening sets were provided. The National 

.Programme of Talks and Discussions was started. 

Table 3.!, 
.Plan Figures on Broadcasting CRs. in crores) 

---------------------------------------------------------Al.locati on EXpenditure 

-------------------------------------------------------------Pre-plan (1948-57) 

First P.lan (1951-56) 

Second Plan (1956-61) 

Third Plan (1961-66) 

Three Annual .Plans 
(1.4.66 to 31.3.69) 

Fourth .Plan (1969-74) 

Fifth l?lan (1974-79) 

Sixth Plan (1980-85) 

Seventh Plan (1985-90) 

3.64 

4.94 

8.00 

14 .oo 

14.67 

68.0116 
(45.1020 for sound 
22. 909~ for T. V) 

89.38 
(38. 40 for sound 
50.98 for T. V) 

209.33 
(122.38 for Sound) 

86. 95 for T. V) 

1401.47 
(660.50 for Sound 
7 4 0 • 9 7 for T. V) 

2.19 

5.67 

7.64 

10.08 

27.12 
(15.67 for sound 
11.45 for T. V) 

924.62 
(as on 31.3.89) 
(417. 10 for Sound 
507.52 for TV) 
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During the Second Five Year f1an, a sum of ~. 5.67 

crores was spent on broadcasting. Three new stations were 

opened and. 55 per cent of the population aril 37 per cent of 

the country's area were brought within the reach of medium 

-wave broadcasting. 20 Among the important developments were 

the inauguration of Vividh Bharati in 1957 - a ~ogramme of 

light entertainment, the formation of Radio Rural Forums and 

the launching of an experimental television service. 

The outlay on broadcasting during the Third Five Year 

Plan was ~. 7.64 crores and the Plan incorp~ated some of 

the decisions of the Administrative Radio Conference (General 

1959) that called for the expansion plan' of providing medium 

-wave and short-wave transmitters. The auxiliary broadcasting 

centres were set up with medium-power transmitters but with 

only limited studio facilities to extend the coverage of 

existing stations. At the end of the Third Five Year Flan, 

the Akashvani network comprised 34 principal stations, 17 

auxiliary Centres, 26 Vividh Bharati Centres, four studio 

Centres and 49 receiving Centres with 82 medium wave and 28 

short wave transmitters, with an aggregate power of 1991 Kw. 

The programmes covered about 75 per cent of the population 

and 60 per cent of the country • s area. 21 Farm and Hane units 

were started at 10 selected radio stations. Rural programmes 

were introduced from all Akashvani stations in 1965. 22 

During the three Annual Plans immediately following, 

the medium-wave service was further strengthened by 
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commissioning 11 more broadcasting Centres. A sum of 

~. 10.08 crores was allocated for broadcasting during this 

period. 23 During the Fourth Five Year Plan, a sum of 

~. 27.12 crores was invested in broadcasting, including 

~. 11.45 crores spent on television. However, in 1969, 

government decided to discontinue the community Listening 

Scheme in all parts of the country except the State of Jammu 

& Kashmir, on the recanmendation of the working Group for the 

Fourth Five Year .Plan. Nevertheless, more and more Farm and_ 

Home Units were set up in subsequent years for planning and 

producing programmes on agriculture and allied subjects, for 

rural listeners •. By 1989, the number of such units rose to 

85. 24 Apart from Farm and Heme units, twenty-two Family 

Planning programme units were established in 1967 at various 

stations for intensive family planning campaigns. Subse-

quently, fourteen more units were added and the units were 

converted into Family welfare units to give wide coverage of 

the entire activity in the field of Health. 25 By the end of 

1989, the country had got 98 radio stations covering 84 per 

cent of the area and 95 per cent of the pop.J.lation. On 

completion of the Seventh Fl.an, the country was expected to 

have 205 broadcasting centres covering 97.50 per cent of 

population spread over 91.00 per cent area of the country. 26 

Within the wider and overriding objective of promoting 

national integration and mass awareness towards developmental 
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programmes, broadcasting is generally accepted as serving 

three major functions, namely, entertainment, information and 

instruction. A survey of functions reveals that the first 

two receive the major attention and enjoy the preponderant 

share of Akashvani's total hours of programming, and it is in 

the area of instruction and creating awareness that broad-

casting has not so far made the kind of impact it is expected 

to do. 

~e 3.2 

_2c::m12osition and Durat!..2!!...~ Akashvani • s Pro~ram~~ --- ---
...2£!!!12.2sition Durag2,!L 

Types of Programmes Approximate percentage ---
1971 1972 1973 1974 1976 -- --

Music 43.6 43.0 42.2 41.4 38.0 

Drama 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.7 4.3 

News 22.5 22.7 22.5 22.9 23.5 

Talks, Discussions etc. 6.2 6.9 8.00 9. 1 11.2 

wc::men 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 

Rural 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.1 6.0 

Educational 2.5 2.4 2.4 s.o 2.6 

Publicity 1.7 1.8 1.8 2.3 2.1 

-- --
It is clear from Table 3.2 that more than 40.00 per cent 

of the Akashvani • s total hours of prograrriJling are enjoyed by 

programmes of l"llsic and Drama. News, mainly political, gets 

the second major attention, while educational and extension 



programmes get a meagre share.of the total hours of broad

casting. In 1982, music constituted 36.00 per cent of the 

total hours of Akashvani's broadcasting, and in 1985, the 

corresponding percentage was 38.43. 
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If broadcasting is to receive a high place in the 

nation's scale of priorities, it can do so only if it is seen 

to be playing a vital and essential supportive role in the 

development-goals of the nation. Both in terms of its phy

sical presence and programme content, the emphasis of 

broadcasting will have to shift from its largely urban 

-elitist moorings to the rural and semi-urban areas and to 

the poor. As mass media, these must truly be media of and 

for the masses rather than retain a predominately class or 

urban-elitist bias. 

The prime task of broadcasting in all societies is to 

provide entertainment. Feople buy radio or television 

receivers primarily for entertainment and only secondarily 

to be informed. However, as societies develop, the informa

tional component in radio programming tends to rise steadily. 

The print media are relatively elitist and urban 

-oriented as they are read by the educated people and, with 

the possible exception of Kerala, newspapers are published 

and circulated within the radius of urban centres. Radio 

and television, on the other hand, are not handicapped by 

the barrier of literacy and provide a means of instant 
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communication to the listeners of distant regions and remote 

areas. 

Akashvani at present broadcasts 273 bulletins everyday 

for a duration of about 37 hours in its Home, EXternal and · 

Regional services. 27 In addition to that, special. news 

bulletins, commentaries and interviews with important persons 

are also presented by it. Radio news bulletins have a func

tion different in scope and treatment as they·seek to give 

to the listeners only the more important news within the time 

limit. At the same time, the credibility of radio news 

depends on the qualities of objectivity, accuracy and relia

bility of information broadcast by it. Apart from general 

newl:), Akashvani and Doordarshan have a special responsibi

lity to encourage development news reportage and the coverage 

of special areas like health. education, agriculture farming, 

rural development and so on. Likewise, along with national 

news coverage, there is equal need for local news gathering 

and comnunity news that can be broadcast .only through the 

establishment of local radio stations. 

The importance of broadcasting lies in its uses as an 

educational and extension medium and as an aid to development. 

All development efforts involve an awareness among the people 

of the possibility of change and motivating people to 

adopt new methods and improved technologies. 'nle supportive 

role of broadcasting in communication is of considerable 
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importance in view of its ex traardinary reach and irrrnedia.cy 

at very low-unit cost. Yet, it is in this field that the 

performance of radio as well as its budgetary allocation has 

remained relatively poor. Out of the total Akashvani budget 

of Rs. 44.55 crores in 1976-77, R.s. 16.6 lakhs were allocated 

for health and family welfare extension, and~. 38 lakhs for 

28 agriculture. 

The success of extension-programme depends to a large 

extent on the kind of message to be delivered, the selection 

of audience and the allotment of t·ime. In other words, 

extension broadcasting has to be highly location-specific and 

this can be ensured only with the establishment of a large 

network of low-power local stations. 

In India, rural broadcasting was initiated for the 

first time from Allahabad as far back as in 1935. 25 Since 

1950, it has been made a regular component of programming. 

A major impetus to rural broadcasting came with the initia

tion in 1956 of the Radio Rural Forums in Maharashtra. 30 

Under a pilot project undertaken jointly by AIR and UNESCO, 

150 villages were selected in five Marathi-speaking districts 

around Pune. In each of these villages, listening-cum-discu-

ssion groups of twenty people were formed to·hear, discuss 

and respond to farm programmes broadcast from Akashvani, 

~une. Community radio sets were distributed by the State 

Government. The project met with a great measure of success 

and the ~ogramme was extended. On 31 December, 1971, there 



31 were 25,817 Radio Rural Forums throughout the country. 
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But inevitably, with the extension of programme, the quality 

suffered. Both the Vidyalankar Cctnmi ttee and the Chanda 

Committee pointed out that prompt and precise answers to 

questions posed by members of the Forums were not given by 

the government department. This attitude on the part of the 

administration marred the enthusiasm of the farmers. 

Another serious attempt in the use of mass media for 

intensive agricultural development was made with the estab

lishment of Fann and Home Units of Akashvani to support the 

Intensive Agricultural DevelOI;ment Frogramme. A Farmers 

Training and Functional Literacy Frogramme was launched 

under the joint auspices of the Ministries of Agriculture, 

Education and Information and Broadcasting through the FaDm 

and Home Units under a Farm Radio Officer. Like the Radio 

Rural Forum under the FTFL programme; ten to twenty farmers 

constitute a Charcha Mandal or discussion group under a group 

leader. By 1977, 48000 Charcha Mandals have been established 

in approximately 146 districts. 32 An evaluation of the FTFL 

Scheme by the Ministry of Education highlights a number of 

problems such as inadequate coverage of the rural poor, want 

of planning from below, insufficient resources and incomplete 

utilization, the functional literacy component having 

languished relatively to farmers training and lack of coordi

nation. The Varghese Ccmm.i ttee Report recommended that the 

FTFL programme should be developed and expanded towards the 
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ultimate objective of becoming a countrywide • Farmers Open 

University' of which the principal features should be the 

equalisation of opportunity for the rural poor, and that it 

should organize production-cum-learning as part of agricul

tural develo:pnent with emphasis on participation rather than 

teacher-domination. 33 At present, a daily ~ogramme on 

hardcore agriculture is broadcast for 45 to 55 minutes from 

85 Farm and Home Units located in different stations. 

Besides, thirty-one stations broadcast a special programme 

called the Farm School on the • AIR' where instructions and 

guidance on farming are provided to listeners. ~ogrammes 

for the rural listeners should be presented in simple langu

age and style so that they can compel attention and sustain 

interest. 

Another important area in which broadcasting has a 

distinctive role to play is health and family welfare. 

Family welfare programmes are planned and ~oduced by. 36 

Family welfare Units at various stations of the AIR. Almost 

all stations broadcast family welfare and health ~ogrammes 

in a general way. On an average, 7,800 programmes on family 

welfare are broadcast over Akashvani each month. 34 Besides 

talks on health care that attract less attention of the 

listeners because of their stereotype character, education 

on health awareness, such as on personal hygiene, environ

mental sanitation, child rearing, elements of nutrition, and 

general family education can be imparted by interweaving 
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with other programmes for. sustaining interest among the 

listeners. Moreover, in view of physical and natural 

diversity and differences in climatic conditions in our vast 

country, the health broadcasts need to be location-specific 

if the message is to make an impact. Radio can also play 

an important supportive role for training the large cadres 

of non-professional health workers throughout the country. 

However, through the participatory programmes, radio can 

very well act as a mediwn of two-way cOmmunication horizon

tally among people and vertically between the people and 

government. 

g22£<iars~.{Television) 

As a medium of communication in a country like India 

with a low rate of literacy ao:i wide sociO-economic and . 

cultural diversities, television is mare powerful than radio 

with greater educational and informational value for audien

ces particularly in rural area, in view of its audiO-visual 

qualities and instant impression on viewers. Although it is 

relatively more expensive, which is why the government was 

initially relllCtant to spend huge amount of money on the 

television service, its visual impact makes it much more 

effective in the process of social change aai modernization. 

In 1966, the Chanda Canmittee recommended, ~we are firmly 

convinced that the time has come when its essentiality should 
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no longer be questioned and its introduction on a massive 

scale no longer deferred. we envisage and recommend a plan 

to give a countrywide coverage by a television network in a 
35 period of about seven years 11 • 

The first television service of the AIR was started in 

September, 1959, in Delhi on an experimental basis under the 

financial aid from UNESCO. The primary aim of this pilot 

project was to study the use of television as a medium of 

education, rural uplift and community developnent. It 

covered urban and rural areas of Delhi within a radius of 

twelve to fifteen miles. The programmes were for community 

viewing and were telecast twice aweek for one hour a day. 

During the first year, twenty-one T.V sets were provided to 

community centres and each of these centres formed a 

teleclub. It was only from August 15, 1965, that a regular 

daily service of television was started. By 1989, Doordarshan 

established a network of 500 transmitters of varying power 

covering 76 per cent of the population. 36 There were 

eighteen programme originating Kendras and on the completion 

of all the Seventh .Plan SChemes, such centres were expected 

to be raised to forty-eight with a total number of 545 

transmitters proViding coverage to 84 per cent of the 

population. 37 
/" 
I; 

Several projects were undertaken by Doordarshan from 

time to time far special categories of audiences, e.g., 
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either for popularising better agricultural practices, or 

for imparting educational instruction. Between January and 

March, 1960, two important projects were undertaken by the 

T.V unit of the AIR with the help of UNESCO and the Ford 

Foundation. An assessment committee formed by the IJ:Xlian 

Adult Education Association for assessing the effect of these 

projects came to the conclusion on the basis of data collected 

from a sample of 418 members of 20 teleclubs that ~the special 

telecasts resulted in statistically significant shifts in 

information, attitudes an:l behaviour. The members of the 

experimental group increased their mean score on information, 

attitude and behaviour questions to a very considerable ext

ent". 38 Another project on improved agricul tur a1 practices 

was inaugurated on January 26, 1967. The plan was to set up 

eighty teleclubs each consisting of fifteen to twenty farmers 

in the villages ar6und Delhi. The programmes were telecast 

twice a week. Evaluating the project, Sarwar Latif pointed 

out the immediate reasons that prevented the programmes to 

be really effective. The short duration of the programmes 

as well as their failure to take into account the immediate 

interests of the villagers were the major weaknesses of the 

39 programnes. 

The Satellite Instructional Television EXperiment 

L-SITE_7, launched in August, 1975, opened a new epoch in 

the history of expansion of National Television Service. Now 

the space satellite has made it possible to telecast through

out the country, including the remote ani neglected areas, 
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common national programmes that are eXpected to help develop 

a sense of commonness and national awareness among the people 

with diverse languages, cultures, habits and practices. At 

the same time, the generalised am centralized programming 

at the national level lacks localness and the identification 

of programmes with the local environment. As a result, it 

lacks effective feedback. The weakness of such centrally 

conceived programmes is significantly evident in the hardcore 

areas of agriculture, health and family planning and education • 

. As television can convey more information because of its 

visual content through demonstration and dramatization, an 

innovative and skilful use of this medium can be proved more 

effective and useful in the world of communication. 

The Report of the working Group for Software .Planning 

for Doordarshan penetrated deep into this problem aai came 

out with •an Indian version o.f the Communication Revolution40 

that would allow greater scope far area-specificity aai 

audience-sensitivity in programme coverage along with per-

f arming the integrating role within the broad nati anal 

framework. It pointed out the discrepancies between the 

developmental programmes lacking communication support and 

the powerful communication medium like Doordarshan not being 

used for the developmental task. In a developing country 

like India, television has a distinctive role to play as a 

promoter of development and education, far different from 

that of acting only as a medium for entertainment and. 
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recreation. Thus it can perform the dual function of a 

development communicator and an educator. As a communicator 

in the process of development, its function is to dissemi

nate information about development programmes and new techno-

logies to the target groups for achieving high levels of 

productivity and wellbeing. At the same time, by way of 

playing its role as an educator, Doordarshan can help people 

prepare themselves for adopting new values, institutions and 

outlook and absorbing the shocks of changes due to sudden 

exposure to new ways of life. With the objective of making 

Doordarshan proble~-oriented, development-oriented and 

entertainment-cum-enrichment oriented, suited to the needs 

of a developing country, the working Group·advocated for 

(i) decentralized district-level stations based on low cost 

production equipment; (ii) field-operated electronic equiP

ment for area-specific, people-based and problem-oriented 

programme production and (iii) community viewing41 and 

called for adopting a different kind of approach where the 

ccmmunity viewers would be _the targets of Doordarshan 

programme-making. 

The primary purpose of films is to entertain, and 

private film-makers concerned mainly with ~ofit-making can 

hardly be expected to produce films that can yield rich 
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results in the process of contribution to modernization, 

and development. Although India is now leading the world in 

the production of films, producing over 800 feature films 

and 3000 short films annually, most of the films produced 

in the private sector are feature films. But as a medium of 

mass communication, the films have a distinctive role to play 

in informing and educating the people, motivating them to 

participate in developmental programmes and bringing about 

changes in their attitudes and behaviour. Recognizing the 

potentialities of this medium, the Government of India 

created in 1947 the Films Division as a subordinate office 

in the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting for the 

production and distribution of films, including newsreels, 

documentaries and other films for disseminating information 

about government policies and programmes and educating people 

in social an:i cultural values. 

The importance of films as a medium of goverment 

publicity was first realised during world war II when a Film 

Advisory Board was constituted in June 1940 to produce and 

distribute films for war propaganda described as Information 

Films of India. The Films Division came into existence in 

December, 1947, and Information Films of India was replaced by 

Documentary Films of India. 

The Films Division is the largest single documentary 

film producing unit in India and one of the largest of its 

kind in the world. The documentaries produced by the Films 
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Division cover subjects ranging from art and culture, monu

ments and mountains, science and technology, government and 

citizenship, to national develOI;ment including agriculture, 

forestry, community development, health and hygiene and Five 

Year Plan projects. Beside ~oducing films on its own, the 

Films Division gets films produced by outside producers on a 

contract basis. Films are produced in English and in most 

of the Indian languages including Assamese, Bengali Gujarati, 

Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Marathi, Oriya, EUnjabi, Tamil, 

Telegu and Urdu. During April-December 1989, the Films 

Division produced in all 46 documentaries, short films and 

featurette films. ~ong these, 32 films were produced 

departmentally, and 14 films through. independent producers 

on contract. 42 Documentaries, if presented in simple 

languages in the form of a complete story in which the 

audience feels some kind of identification with characters 

on the screen, can leave a lasting influence on the minds 

Of the people in rural areas. In this way, the film can be 

the most effective means of informing people of the 

developments in partic~lar sectors and motivating them to 

participate in the mainstream of development. 

Apart from documentaries, the Films Division prOduces 

news magazines and· 16 mm feature films for rural audiences 

in rural languages, cartoon films and educational-cum 

-instructional films for agriculture, defence, family welfare 

and for all other Departments of the Government of India. 



News magazines are the presentation of current events, 

national and international, in a straightforward manner. 
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As a matter of fact, they are important sources o.f informa

tion, but they donot fulfil the other requirements of 

communication, such as motivation and pursuasion. During 

1989, the Films Division produced 18 news magazines. 43 

Short films of one hour duration, which are produced by the 

Films Division in its two Regional ¥reduction Centres at 

Calcutta and Bangalore, can prove to be very useful aDJ. 

instructive for rural masses depending on the selection of 

themes and their skillful presentation, combined with some 

sort of amusement to the audience. However, utiless there 

is a proper distribution system, the objective behind the 

production of these rural-based featurette films can never 

be achieved, hCTt~ever high the quality of the films may be. 

The distribution system should be such as to facilitate, 

for the particular audiences for whom the films are produced, 

the chances of viewing them. This can best be ·ensured if 

these films are distributed more far non-commercial use, 

particularly through the Directorate of Field Fublicity, 

than under the c001pulsory exhibition scheme. 

fress Inf2£!!!.ation Bureau WIB) 

Another important office attached to the Ministry of 

Information and Broadcasting is Press Information Bureau 



(J?IB) which acts as a link between the government and the 

public through the press- informing the public abou.t the 

policies, programmes and activities of the government and 

keeping the government in touch with the main trends of 

public opinion. The functions of FIB are to advise the 
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·Ministries and Departments at the Centre on the manner and 

the content of dissemination of government information, to 

provide press representatives with information sought fran 

the goveranent, and to keep the goveranent informed of the 

public reaction in respect of governmental policies, 

programmes and performance as reported in the press. The 

Bureau issues news releases, background material and 

photographs to over 7,000 newspapers directly from its 

headquarters in New Delhi as well as through its branch 

offices in all the States and most of the Union Territories. 

This is much larger than the number of newspar;:ers served by 

the news agencies. However, the materials supplied by the 

Bureau are in most cases of little use to the newspapers 

because of their indifferent quality written in dull official 

language am based on inadequate information. The Chanda 

Committee, while examining the degree of utilization of the 

Bureau's services by the press, pointed out that aut of the 

thirty-seven newspapers in English and Indian languages 

examined, only two used more than 50 per cent of the material 

received, four used 20 to 30 per cent, eight used 10 to 20 

per cent and fourteen used even less than 10 per cent. 44 
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Moreover, as pointed out by the second Fress Commission, 

despite the fact that Indian language ar¥i small newspapers 

need the services of ~IB more than big English newspapers, 

a press release issued in English takes three to five days 

to be translated and issued in Indian languages, and this 

is received very late by Indian language ao:i small news

papers.45 The functioning of PIB is suffering from other 

short comings too. The utility of PIB is considerably reduced 

because of the narrow view it has taken of its role as spokes

man of the Ministries of the Central Government, rather than 

as an efficient and reliable source of information about the 

performance aa;i achievements of the gover.ane nt as well as its 

problems and failures. It often tends to function as 

trumpeters aai drum-beaters of the goverzrnent, aa;i even of 

individual ministers, instead of acting as an official agency 

for giving full ai¥1 rounded information to the public 

through the press. 

The Second Press Commission recommended a total reorga

nization of the FIB in such a way as to help the small 

newspapers and Indian language press get its news releases 

and background materials of important news events as promptly 

as to make its timely use. To ensure quick news service to 

the press, the Commission recommended that the PIB should 

function day an:i night. The efficiency of .PIB is further 

affected adversely due to the indifferent attitude shown 

towards the Information Officers by the various Ministries. 



The Information Officers of the .PIB attached to different 

Ministries are treated as outsiders by the Ministries and 

are not welcome to participate in the decision-making 

discussion in the various ministries. As a result, the 

Information Officers donot get themselves involved in the 

work of the Ministries they are attached to. In line with 

the recommendations of the Chanda Committee and the Study 

Team of the ARC headed by K.Santhanam, the Second ¥ress 

Commission also spoke in favour of purposeful involvement 

of the functionaries of FIB in the decision-making process 

of the various ministries, so that they can explain the 

policies and programmes initiated by the Ministries in a 

more effective manner. 46 
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The press is expected to play a useful role in making 

the process of development widely participatory through 

reporting aE the reasons for success as well as for failure 

of various development programmes affecting the lives of the 

common people and thus helping opinion-formation. A survey 

of newspaper contents corrlucted by the Second Press Canmi

ssion brought out the proportion of space devoted and promi

nence given by dailies to news pertaining to development in 

such fields as health, family welfare, industry, science and 

technology, agriculture, education and public utilities. 
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_!able 3.! 

Percentage of Front-Page Space Devoted to Different Themes 
in Daily Newspapers 

---- ---
Language Developnent Conflicts & J'olitics 

tensions 

--
Assamese 7.3 13.3 46.7 

Bengali 12.4 32.1 30.0 

English 12.2 21.3 31.1 

Gujrati 5.5 31.9 21.6 

Hindi 9.1 71.1 27.0 

Kannada 13.1 15.8 29.5 

Malayalam 8.8 25.6 45.0 

Marathi 12.0 20.2 30.6 

Oriya 14.1 13.5 33.6 

J?unjabi 7.4 14.8 22.2 

Sindhi 6 .. 8 18.2 40.0 

Tamil 7.3 20.7 31.5 

Telegu 17.2 10.6 32.2 

Urdu 4.8 25.2 28.4 

---
Table 3.3 indicates that·the front pages of newspapers 

in alllanguages are dominated, in varying proportions by 

politics and reports of conflicts arxl tensions, and that news 

pertaining to development gets the least space among the 

three. 

Indian Press is free, but it has a limited access. It 

has an urban and middle-class base that limits its contribution 
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towards making the process aE development widely participa

tory. Literacy is a barrier in India that restricts the 

circulation of newspapers largely to the urban areas, 

although the Indian Press, despite its urban and middle class 

moorings, often embarks on reporting the problems and 

prospects of the Indian villages. However, despite the fact 

that only a small section of rural population can go through 

the newspapers, development information can reach the inten

ded beneficiaries most of whom are illiterate and do not have 

the purchasing power, through the interaction of the lite

rates with the illiterates, of the well-to-dos with the poor. 

c. Pn Assessment 

In spite of the fact that the Ministry of Information 

and Broadcasting has an elaborate arrangement for disseminat

ing information to the people, its success in creating general 

awareness among the people and motivating them for partici

pation in the process of development registers a low profile, 

and this is evident in the indifferent attitude shown by 

people towards administrative initiative. There are several 

reasons for this trend. Although there are a number of 

media units at the disposal of the Ministry, the infrastruc

tures for their effective use are so inadequate and the 

resources so limited that they cannot be put to use effec

tively for getting maximum publicity of government efforts. 
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EXcessive bureaucratization is another factor responsible 

for reducing the effectiveness of government publicity 

effort. This is clearly evident in the production and 

distribution of films, posters and other publicity materials. 

The grip of bureaucratic control leaves little freedom for 

the producer of films and the artists designing posters to 

make use of their creativity in making films, posters or 

other publicity materials. Moreover, low remuneratio'n 

offered by the Government does not attract the talented and 

experienced men in these fields. Besides, because of the 

lack of coordination between the media units and other 

Government Departments, the officials in charge of the media 

units fail to take stock of the actual requirements of the 

various ministries in the field of publicity. 47 This happens 

due to the lack of access of the technocrats to the policy 

-making bodies. The r .. ~s generalists, who monopolise the 

decision-making power by virtue of their top positions in 

the administrative hierarchy, do not have the specialised 

knowledge and qualities that are indispensable for planning 

good publicity campaigns. As a result, most of the produc

tions of the Ministry are unattractive, conventional and lack 

creativity, be it in the making of films, designing posters 

and other visual publicity materials or giving advertise

ments.48 

Added to these, there is little scope of assessing 

audience response to the publicity efforts made by the 
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I 

different media units of the Ministry due to the laclk of 

resources and shortage of personnel. Most of the me~ia are 

concentrated in the urban areas, and rural masses ai~e seldcm 

taken into consideration while designing programmes for the 
! . 

mass media, thereby making conspicuous the class ch~lracter 

of the so called mass media. Because of the low ra~;e of 

literacy, the access of newspaper as a medium of inj:ormation 

is still limited to urban-educated people. Besidesi, the 

circulation of newspapers falls sharply outside the cities 

because of poor conditions of roads and transport. ;However, 

in spite of these difficulties, it happens that one or two 

copies of newspapers reach the areas where the villi:lge people 

gather, e.g .. , bazars and markets, and there are oft•~n a few 

persons who readout newspapers to other villagers aicn thus 

become an important source of information. But what is 

distorted in the process is the fnterpretation that. gives 

context to the messages delivered through the print«~ media. 

Television is yet to become a medium of mass comrnun:ication 

as it involves high-cost technology for the establi:shment of 

' 
nationwide network of telecasting stations. Moreovi3r, the 

I 

high cost of television sets keeps them beyond the ;[;)Urchasing 

power of the majority of the people in India. Film, as a 

medium of cQnnunication is used more for the purpos;a of 

entertainment than for dissemination of information!. Docu-

mentaries which can best be used as an instrument for instruc-

tion and motivation towards purposive attitudinal changes and 
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participation are far away from this objective because of 

excessive bureaucratization. Radio alone has come to be 

recognized as a true medium of mass communication. 49 It is 

able to reach the people in remote villages far off from 

cities and towns, breaking the barrier of literacy, and is 

at the same time far cheaper than television. But its effec-

tiveness depends,. in~~!,!, on the use of this medium with 

more talent and imagination. 

No doubt, special use of mass communication has been 

made to a large extent by the Directorate of ~dvertisement 

and Visual JUblicity through the posters, hoardings and other 

materials of visual publicity full of development information, 

as well as by the Directorate of Field Publicity travelling 

with films in mobile vans ·to remote villages. But such 

efforts tend to be too little and too scattered. In most 

cases, the posters and leaflets do not reach down the hierar-

chy and mobile vans with films on development topics do not 
< 

come often enough to the distant villages. As a result, the 

impact of mass media inevitably drops off farther from the 

cities. 

Periodic surveys for assessing the impact of programmes 

in either evoking the interests of the people or motivating 

them for participation to bring about desired changes are 

absent in almost all the units of mass media under the 

Ministry of Information and Broadcasting except a few 
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unsuccessful attempts made from time to time either by the 

Directorate of .Advertisement and Visual .l?u.}?licity. or by the . 

Audience Research Units of All India Radio. Thus, in the 

absence of proper evaluation of programmes, decisions on 

future policies and information campaigns suffer from objec

tivity and precision, thereby making communication through 

mass media seldom effective. 
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